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Edmiston  has  announced  the  ISA  GT45  #2  is  scheduled  for
delivery  in  the  summer  of  2022.  This  44-meter  tri-deck
displacement superyacht is being built on spec by the ISA
shipyard in Ancona, Italy. All she needs is a new owner to
customise her interior to their taste.
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Specifications:
BUILDER: ISA Yachts
LOA: 44.30m / 145′ 4″
BEAM: 8.60m / 28′ 3″
DRAFT: 2.05m / 6′ 9″ GT 425
YEAR: 2022
ACCOM: 10 guests in 5 cabins
CREW: 7
SPEED: 14.50 knots cruising

Designed by Italian designers Enrico Gobbi and Luca Dini, this
truly is modern outdoor yachting at its very best. This yacht
features bold athletic lines and large open deck spaces, with
a spacious beach club, gym and aft deck jacuzzi pool guests
will find they have plenty to do whilst enjoying their holiday
on board. With five outdoor leisure places to enjoy, there are
plenty of places to get your own space.



This is a high-volume displacement hull at nearly 45 metres
LOA, with a beam of 8.6 metres and a plumb bow. However, the
volume on the main deck and above has been given to outdoor
spaces, and it is on the exterior that this yacht really
shines. They connected her large beach club to an aft deck
pool area on the main deck. The bridge deck serves as an
inside/outside  dining  area  with  pocket  sliding  doors
configured to be completely outside. She has a lovely spacious
sundeck for guests to enjoy and features a private owner’s
area up forward which is accessed from the Owner’s cabin. They
have designed this yacht for guests who enjoy spending time
outside.



The main saloon has twin side doors, the Owner’s suite has a
balcony, and they have used skylights whenever practical. They
have converted even the main saloon into a cosy cinema area
that may actually see some use.

Key Features:
Less than a year from delivery
Unparalleled outside spaces for a yacht under 499 GT
Beach club and aft deck pool
Fantastic layout for charter
Interior décor can still be chosen
Proven naval platform with high specs
Owner’s balcony and private forward lounge area

She  is  currently  on  sale  with  Edmiston  for  €21,500,000,
excluding VAT.

For more news on the latest new builds, click here.
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